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This is that time of the year when I reflect back on
what has been achieved during the year both personally and at the Secretariat. 2015 has been a great year
for us and I feel very proud of what has been accomplished and very appreciative of all the hard work put
in by the team.
There is no doubt that teamwork is
one of our greatest strengths,
along with our culture of professionalism. We talk a lot about how
we make a difference in supporting
the devolution process and we are
all truly privileged to work in a job
where we can make a difference in
the lives of others every day.
Keeping in line with our motto to
be a benchmark of excellence in
devolution, we have continued to
provide counties with unique insight and a platform for consultation, information sharing, enabling
the process of informative decision
making on pertinent issues affecting transition and devolution.
While there is much work to do
and there may be challenges
ahead, we end 2015 stronger and
better able to serve. Our focus and
strategy are clear: We can do more
to deliver services to every Kenyan.
Our job is to continue to focus intently on what we can deliver:
providing the best service and the
most comprehensive advice and
solutions and doing our part to
keep devolution moving forward.
Our long-term value will come

through and be reflected in our
work over time if we do that.
I would like to thank the Chairman,
all Excellency Governors and the
entire Management team for their
dedication throughout the year- we
would not have made it without
you. To our partners and stakeholders, thank you for your continued
advice, constructive criticism and
support.
To the staff, I would like to personally thank you for your dedication,
skill and commitment in making
COG the dynamic and respected
secretariat it is today, you really are
the best.
Christmas is a time of celebration,
joy and togetherness and I certainly
hope that these sentiments can be
enjoyed by you and your families
over this period.
I hope the New Year brings renewed hope, energy and success.
Happy Holidays and very prosperous 2016!
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The Third Annual Devolution Conference
The Council of Governors Devolution Conference Planning
Committee held a briefing for
the County Executives in
charge of Public Service and
Administration, County Secretaries and Communication directors on 16th December 2015
in Nairobi, as one of the
roadmap events towards the
3rd Devolution Conference.
The meeting deliberated on
ways of improving the planning

for the 3rd Devolution Conference, The County Dialogues and
Public Participation. It also dis-

cussed the development of documentaries and other communication materials for the counties to

showcase their processes and
success stories.

The meeting resolved that each
of the 47 counties will organize
County Dialogues focusing on the
three year transition period. The
County Governments also agree
to support the production of the
Documentary.

UP COMING EVENTS

DATE

VENUE

19th-23rd April 2016

Meru County

16th December 2015

Safari Park Hotel

EVENT
3rd Annual Devolution Conference
County Dialogues briefing meeting

17th December 2015

Delta Corner

Pre-Summit

18th December 2015

State House

Summit
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COP 21 PARIS, FRANCE: A COUNTY PERSPECTIVE
By Jacqueline Mogeni and Rosemary Njaramba.

This year, in Paris France,
from 30th November to 11th
December 2015, the Conference of Parties (COP) to the
United Nations Framework
Convention
on
Climate
Change (UNFCCC), held its
21st session (COP 21) to negotiate a global agreement
aimed at reducing carbon
emissions to maintain global
temperatures at safe levels in
order to prevent irreversible
climate change. The UNFCCC
entered into force on 21st
March, 1994. The 196 Parties
(195 States and 1 regional
economic integration organization) that have ratified the
Convention are called Parties
to the Convention. Linked to
the UNFCCC is the Kyoto Protocol, which is an international agreement which
commits its Parties by setting internationally binding
emission reduction targets.
The COP is the supreme decision-making body for the
UNFCCC. All Parties to the
UNFCCC are part of the
COP. Conference of the Parties usually serves as the
meeting of the Parties to
the Kyoto Protocol (CMP)
which is also the supreme
decision-making body for the
Kyoto Protocol.

Kenya is a signatory to the
UNFCCC; ratified the Convention on 30th August, 1994;
and the same entered into
force on 28th November,
1994. Kenya is therefore
bound by the provisions of
mitigation, adaptation and
financing of climate change.
Being a devolved jurisdiction
now, the agreements made
at the international level, especially those that touch on
County functions, have a
great impact on County Governments. Pursuant to the
Fourth Schedule of the Constitution, function 10 of
County Governments is implementation of government
policies on natural resources
and environment conserva-

tion. Additionally, climate
change takes many dimensions- agriculture, energy,
transport, urbanization, gender, water and health. Africa

is particularly vulnerable to climate change and is already
suffering from its worst effects.
Over 90% of African agriculture
relies on rainfall and devastating
climate impacts could render
millions poor and vulnerable by
damaging agricultural systems.
Rising temperatures will make
Africa more susceptible to extreme weather events, notably,
drought, flooding, storms, heatwaves, rising sea levels, and
tropical cyclones. These climate
impacts will mean water and
food insecurity in many African
countries, including- farmers’
yields will fall; rising sea levels
will threaten cities; rising ocean
temperatures will alter aquatic
ecosystems thereby jeopardizing
fisheries;
groundwater
sources become nonrenewable; annual GDPs
could reduce; and infrastructure could rupture
due to intense flooding.
All the aforementioned
have a link to County
functions, and in this regard, it is in the best interests of Counties that
broad and swift action is
urgently taken to reduce
greenhouse
gas
emissions
(mitigation) and to adjust climate change effects (adaption).
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As Counties embark on development and urban planning,
it is critical that their plans
and budgets become climate
compatible. This approach
not only responds to climate
change, but it also offers
Counties an opportunity to
drive economic transformation.
Noting the importance of COP 21, the Council of Governors (the Council)
mandated a delegation of
five to represent the CoG:
three Governors- H.E. Benjamin Cheboi, who is the
Chair of the Natural Resources
Management
Committee; H.E. Cyprian
Awiti; H.E. Joshua Irungu;
and two technical staff
from the Council Secretariat.
The team managed to
meet with representatives
of the Green Climate Fund
(GCF)- this is a climate fund
under the UNFCCC- with a
view to seeking partnerships
which will support Counties
to undertake development in
a climate-change resilient environment. The GCF team
pledged their support for
Counties and sought to work
with reginal economic blocs
which are inclusive vehicles
for growth, emphasizing that
their areas of priority include-
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renewable energy, transport,
agriculture
and capacity building. It was in
this meeting that concurrence
was built for the need to have
feasibility studies to assist GCF
identify areas of climate intervention at the county level.
The Council delegation also met
with a team of experts from
CARE International- a leading

humanitarian
organization
which focuses on fighting global poverty. CARE expressed the
desire to support County Governments to review their CIDPs
and Annual plans to mainstream climate change matters.
The secretariat team shall follow up closely on all these
offers to secure support for
county governments. In their
support, CARE expressed desire to work with the County
Executives and other relevant

county officials; to initiate
formation of formation of a
technical team to develop
models that could be used to
mainstream climate change
in County Integrated Development Plans. COP 21 also
provided the Council delegation with an opportunity to
attend important side events
that focused on implementation of
climate smart
programmes, be it
in water, agriculture,
urban
transport and energy. It emerged that
the National and
County
Governments must apply
good
mitigation
and
adaptation
principles and practices
through,
among others: formulation,
implementation and monitoring of
policies and plans that are
participatory and inclusive;
utilization of climate funds
efficiently, transparently and
with integrity; and promotion
of resilience for most vulnerable groups.
The Council delegation was
however unable to attend
the second week of negotiations due to limited resources. It is however during
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this period that final ministerial negotiations to generate a
binding agreement were taking place. In future, County
Governments, through the
Council, must actively participate in pre-COP negotiations
to influence the country position, which should reflect
County needs.
Moreover, it is fundamental
that Counties form part of the
negotiating teams right from
the country because the position presented is a Kenyan
position and not for National
or County Governments.
Both levels of government
will deliver on the commitments as ONE.
COP 21 Paris was a vibrant
platform for the Council delegation to network with climate change experts; and for
the delegation to interact
with emerging global and
continental climate change
issues. It was clear that County Governments must begin
to prioritize the integration of
climate adaptation, mitigation
and financing measures.
These measures must be sensitive to the most vulnerable
groups to climate change impacts. It is also noteworthy
that efforts to combat climate
change and to scale up climate smart programmes re-
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quire sufficient financial resourcing. Investments in- water
storage, climate resilient crops,
improved construction to withstand extreme weather events,
diversification
of
energy
sources to solar, geothermal,
and wind power and capacity
building- will be inevitable. Climate funds procured by the
National Government must
trickle down to the Counties to
allow them inculcate transformative approaches to climate
change.
The outcome of COP 21 Paris
2015 set national climate priorities, which will in essence be
implemented at the county level. The urgency to secure a climate-resilient and low –carbon
future was showcased by the
approximately 150 Heads of
State and Government who attended the opening Leaders
event.
His Excellency Mr. Ban Kimoon, UN Secretary-General
stated that ‘climate change does
not respect national borders’. In
our case, climate change will
not respect County borders.
County Governments have to
critically consider and seek capacity support to invest in climate-smart agriculture; invest
in climate-smart cities; invest in

climate-smart clean energy. It
is therefore important for
both levels of government to
work together to improve
access to climate science data and build capacity for Kenyans - from decision makers
to farmers.
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS By Yvonne Ogwang
The UN member states have
for the past 15 years operated
on the Millennium Development Goals which were created at the UN Millennium Summit in 2000 as a global partnership to reduce extreme poverty especially in the developing countries and setting out a
series of time bound targets
that were to be achieved by
2015. The goals were as follows; Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger, Achieve universal primary education, Promote gender equality and empower women, Reduce child
mortality, Improve maternal
health, Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria, and other diseases, Ensure environmental sustainability, Global partnership for
development. These goals
were developed to address
humanitarian issues throughout the world. Which they did
to a large extent since the Undeveloped countries experienced and the Millennium Development Goals were a success to some extent but they
were left as unfinished business.
Then 17 Sustainable Development Goals were created to
expand on the Millennium Development Goals which were
agreed to by governments and
are set to expire at the end of
this year. Consultations on the
SDGs in Kenya began in September 2012 and in June 2013
the consultations were taken
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to County level with 54 Civil
Society Organizations. The
SDGs state as follows;
1. End poverty in all its forms
everywhere.
2. End hunger, achieve food
security and improved nutrition and promote sustainable agriculture.
3. Ensure healthy lives and
promote well-being for all
ages.
4. Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education
and promote lifelong
learning opportunities for
all.
5. Achieve gender equality
and empower all women
and girls
6. Ensure availability and sustainable management of
water and sanitation for all
7. Ensure availability and sustainable management of
water and sanitation for all
8. Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and
productive employment,
and decent work for all
9. Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive
and sustainable industrialization and foster innovation
10. Reduce inequality within
and among countries
11. Make cities and human
settlements inclusive, safe
resilient and sustainable

12. Ensure sustainable consumption and production
patterns
13. Take urgent action to
combat climate change
and its impacts,
14. Conserve and sustainably
use the oceans, seas and
marine resources for sustainable development
15. Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of
terrestrial ecosystems,
sustainably manage forests, combat desertification and halt and reverse
land degradation, and
halt biodiversity loss,
16. Promote peaceful and
inclusive societies for sustainable development,
provide access to justice
for all and build effective
accountable and inclusive
institutions at all levels
17. Strengthen the means of
implementation and revitalize the global partnership for sustainable
development.
As we look through the
SDGs, this is a short breakdown of what they state: 1-5
are the MDGs ‘Unfinished
Business’; 6-11 are the new
area being explored like water and urban settlements; 12
-15 are a fresh and green
agenda, this is the first set in
the SDGs and they address
people, the world and prosperity.
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The Second set has SDG no. 16
and it looks to address issues
of Governance and Peace.
Then the final set has that has
the SDG no. 17 and it
addresses the issues of
partnerships and
Implementation of the same.

looking at them and finding their
relevance to the Counties and
Kenya as a whole, this can be
done by entrenching them in
all future strategies and CIDPs
produced by the counties.

ships with stakeholders like
Governments on both levels,
the Private Sector, the Civil
Societies, the media,
philanthropy foundations
and development partners.

Domestication of SDGs in the
counties can be achieved by
Looking at the SDGs the
identifying processes and spaces
Development agenda has
for engagement with regard to
been considerably broadened, the same, by supporting
they aim at ensuring local diengagement with programmatic
mension of development are and advocacy messaging and
intertwined with global and
seeking mobilization
national issues. The same
opportunities. This can also be
goals can be domesticated by achieved by forming partner-

Looking at how development should be and how it
has been executed in the
recent past, these are goals
that can ensure that development is felt especially by
the people in the grass roots
who have had challenges
accessing important amenities in the past.

INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS DAY By Elizabeth Wambui
Human Rights Day is observed by the International
community every year on the
10th of December. It commemorates the day on which,
in 1948, the United Nations
General Assembly adopted
the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights.

The Council of Governors was
represented by the Vice Chairman, H.E Salim Mvurya who in
his speech, emphasized the
role being played by counties
in the protection and promotion of Human Rights across

The ceremony was also attended
by the Attorney General, Hon.
Governor Mvurya applauded the Prof Githu Muigai, who was the
role played by Counties and
Chief Guest, the Chairperson
added that Devolution is a vessel KNCHR, Kagwiria Mbogori, Head
to aims to deliver basic human
of Delegation the European Unrights to all Kenyans, as seen
ion, Mr Bruno Pozzi, Senior Huthrough its objects canvassed in
man Rights Advisor, OHCHR,
Article 174 of the Constitution. By Marcella Farvetto, Human Rights
taking services closer to the peo- Activists and members of the
ple, the Counties are ensuring the public.
equal distribution of resources
and access to facilities by all
Kenyans irrespective of location.
the country

He further urged the Human
Rights Commission to decentralize to all the Counties to ensure
reasonable access of its services,
stating that the Commission’s
visibility and outreach in all the 47
Counties would go a long way in
bolstering efforts in the protection and promotion of human
rights across the country.
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REGIONAL BLOCS AND INTERGRATION– NOREB INESTMENT
CONFERENCE By Samuel Mutisya

and Victoria Tarus (Uasin Gishu )

Counties have started forming while exploiting the expaneconomic blocs aimed at shar- sive Agribusiness, infrastruc-

the NOREB counties. The con-

ing best practices on ease of ture, Mining , energy and
doing businesses as well as Tourism opportunities that
lessening the trade barriers are available in the region.

ship with the private sector

ference organized in partnerrepresentatives and parastatals
provided a forum for investors

between them. The

to get first-

regional bloc are lev-

hand infor-

eraging on econo-

mation

mies of scale through

available

collaborations

investment

and

on

joint ventures to at-

and

tract investors and

opportuni-

showcase the oppor-

ties in the

tunities that are avail-

various sec-

able

tors of the

for

develop-

ment.
Against this backdrop, NO-

trade

economy.

The North Rift Economic Bloc REB organized a joint invest( NOREB) launched in Octo- ment conference, the NOREB

It accorded investors a plat-

ber, comprises of Uasin Gishu, Investment Conference, on
Nandi, Trans Nzoia, Baringo, 18th to 21st November 2015 at

authorities with a view to learn

Eldoret Sports Club. With the

and regulatory regime and cre-

theme, Unlocking Investment

ated networking opportunities

Opportunities in North Rift,

While opening the Conference,

the gateway to East and Cen-

Cabinet Secretary for East Afri-

Turkana, West Pokot, Sambu- tral Africa, the conference
ru and Elgeyo Marakwet. With provided a platform for inter-

can Affairs and Commerce Mrs,

slightly over 5.2 million people national, regional and nationtranslating to 12% of Kenya’s al investors together with the

REB will help National Govern-

population NOREB is looking country’s leaders to interact
at transforming trade and in- and exchange ideas that lead

ducing non-tariff barriers to

vestment in the North Rift, to increased investments in

form to interact with relevant
about existing opportunities

Phyllis Kandie noted that NOment attain the target of
enhance investment.

re-
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She also emphasized on tour-

work to be used for ease of

ism and more specific to the

operationalization of the

region Sports Tourism as a key

blocs. This will create a uni-

investment attraction to the

form and

region.

tionale upon which the

More Counties are leveraging

blocs function.
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consistent ra-

on economies of scale through
formation of regional blocs. The

Council of Governors is working
with consultants and its legal
team to develop a legal frame-

COUNTY GOVERNMENTS KEY IN THE REALIZATION OF A NEW
URBAN ERA IN KENYA By Nicodemus Mbwika
With devolution, county adKenya is fast urbanizing and

portant contributor to the

ministrative capitals are rap-

more of her population will

economy. They underpin Ken-

idly acquiring new urban sta-

be resident in Urban Areas in

ya’s

economic

tus and attracting new resi-

less than two decades. It is

growth by raising productivity

dency with high expecta-

estimated that by the end of

at the firm and industry level

tions of betterment in their

2015, the level of Urbaniza-

via agglomeration of econo-

social and economic status.

tion in Kenya will have

mies, increasing household

This new wave on urbaniza-

reached 44.5% meaning that

welfare through social mobili-

tion, though desirable, is

about 16.5 million people will

ty and human development,

happening against a back-

be living in the urban areas.

and promoting institutional

drop of infrastructure and

This percentage is set to

and political change. They also

basic

reach 54% by 2030 with

account for much of the coun-

inherited from the defunct

about 23.6 million people

try’s physical, financial intel-

local authorities.

living in urban areas.

lectual and technological capi-

As a result these urban are-

tal.

as are not sufficiently

Urban areas are an im-

social

and

service

deficiencies
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inclusive as evidenced by persistent high levels of poverty
and regional disparities, limited access to basic services,
inequality and unemployment,
with youth, women and other
vulnerable groups particularly
hard hit. Furthermore the prolonged absence of urban
governance and management as envisioned in the
urban areas and cities act
(2011) continues to deny citizens their free exercise of
the constitutional right, particularly in furtherance of
their own development aspirations. It is against this background that the County Governments of Kenya through
the Council of Governors constituted the Urban Development Committee to champion
for better planning and management of the Kenyan Urban
areas.
Through the committee, Kenyan County Governments have
embarked on the journey towards the implementation of
the Sustainable Development
Goals and in particular Goal 11,
which seeks to enhance inclusive and sustainable urbanization. The goal further requires
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the support of economic, social
and environmental links between urban, peri-urban, and
rural areas by strengthening national and regional development
planning.” This requirement is
in line with the aspirations of
the Constitution of Kenya
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of Urban Development, Civil
Society groups working in
Counties among others to collect views and experiences
from the Counties .These
views and experiences have
been documented and developed into a unified statement
that will inform the Habitat III
process.
Habitat III will be the first UN
global summit to take place
following the adoption of the
Sustainable
Development
Goals. It is expected to bring
together governments, local
authorities, civil society, the
private sector, academia and
others to review urban and
housing policies. Therefore, it
has the unique potential to at
once catalyze local implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals.

(2010) captured through the
County Governments Act (2012)
on the role of county planning,
where the Act tasks County
Governments to “develop urban
and rural areas as integrated
areas of economic and social
activity and ensure harmony between national, county and sub- Indeed Kenyan County Governments have already startcounty spatial planning.
ed occupying international
County Governments have so policy spaces that were never
far shown their willingness and occupied before.
ability to offer leadership in this
important sector. Of late coun- This is a significant milestone
ties have been engaged in a se- as the Kenyan County Governries of workshops involving ments have never participatGovernors, county executive ed in the Habitat process becommittee members in charge fore
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PICTORIAL By Anne Mukii

The chair of Council of Governors H.E Hon Peter Munya together with the Chief Justice and President of
the supreme court of Kenya Dr. Willy M Mutunga. The Chair of the council expressed gratitude to the
office of the chief justice for spearheading the process of the establishment of County courts.

Council Of Governors Chairman H.E Peter Munya and other Excellency Governors joined the President
of Kenya H.E Uhuru Kenyatta during His Holiness The Pope Francis Visit.

The Legal Team of the Council of
Governors all smiles after the Senate
verdict dismissing Impeachment proceedings against H.E Mwangi wa Iria.

Council of Governors Vice Chairman H.E Salim
Mvurya With The Deputy President William Ruto
during the 8th Development Partnership forum
Themed Youth Employment at the Deputy
President’s Residence.
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